Minneapolis State University, Mankato
Office of Disability Services

ALTERNATIVE FORMAT TEXTBOOK REQUEST

Please submit this COMPLETED form and the class syllabus to the DSO, at least 2 weeks prior to the beginning of the class.

Student Name: Jane Doe
Tech ID: 0012345 Telephone # 389-000
Local Address: 703 Maywod Ave., Crawford Complex A-500
E-mail Address: jane.doe@mnsu.edu
ISBN #

Complete Textbook Title: For Hearing People Only
Textbook Author: Matthew S. Moore & Linda Levin
Textbook Publisher: Deaf Life Press
Year Published: 1993 Edition Number: 2nd
Class Title and number: Beginning Signing 101
Department: Communication Disorders (CDIS)
Instructor Name & Number:

I need this textbook: (please circle one) On CD In Large Print In Braille

Do you have access to a Victor Player? yes
Do you have your own account with Reading for the Blind and Dyslexic Minnesota Communication Center no, if yes, which one? 
Name: Jane Doe Date: 7-6-00

Office of Disability Services Use Only
Ordered from RFBD MCC Date: Shelf Number: 
(OR)
Borrowed from the University Bookstore on: 
Borrower’s Initials: Return Date: Documentation: